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LBNL-54065 Experimental Limits on the Width of the Reported �(1540)+Robert N. Cahn and George H. TrillingLawrene Berkeley National Laboratory1 Cylotron Rd.,Berkeley, CA 94720)(Dated: November 19, 2003)Using data on K+ ollisions on xenon and deuterium we derive values and limits on the width ofthe reported �(1540)+ exoti baryon resonane. The xenon experiment gives a width of 0:9 � 0:3MeV. The other experiments give upper limits in the range 1 - 4 MeV.PACS numbers: 14.20.-, 13.75.-nI. INTRODUCTIONThe general features of the spetrosopy of mesons andbaryons an be understood from the simple rules thata meson is made of a quark and an antiquark, whilea baryon is made from three quarks. These rules areonsistent with the priniples of quantum hromodynam-is, whih show that physial partiles are neutral underolor-SU(3). However, QCD does not prelude the ex-istene of other olorless on�gurations, inluding glu-ons or additional quarks and antiquarks. Reent resultsfrom a diverse olletion of experiments [1{6℄ show evi-dene for a state �(1540)+, whose quantum numbers arethose of the ombination uudds and whih thus annotbe omposed simply of three quarks. Suh states havebeen predited [7℄ in a Skyrmion model.The �(1540)+ has not been deteted in data from anumber of early experiments in whih one might expetit to appear. However, de�nitive negative onlusionsannot be drawn in the absene of reliable preditionsfor prodution ross setions.In situations where the �(1540)+ is or ought to beformed resonantly, as an intermediate state in a satter-ing experiment, it is possible to draw onlusions aboutits width from existing data. Suh results an provideguidane to the struture of the resonane, or more im-portant, to the likelihood that there truly is a suh reso-nane.The resonant ross setion is determined entirely by �,the width of the resonane and its branhing ratios Biand Bf into the initial and �nal hannels aording tothe Breit-Wigner form:�(m) = Bi Bf �0 � �2=4(m�m0)2 + �2=4� (1)With k as the CM momentum, s1 and s2 the inidentspins and J the spin of the resonane, we have�0 = 2J + 1(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1) 4�k2 = 68 mb (2)

where we have taken the values for K+n ollisions at aresonant massm0 of 1540 MeV and assumed that the res-onane has J = 1=2. As we shall see, the mass resolutionof the experiments is always broader than the naturalwidth of the resonane so that the observable quantity isthe integral of the resonant ross setion:Z 1�1 dmBiBf �0 � �2=4(m�m0)2 + �2=4�= Bi Bf ��2 �0= (107mb)�BiBf � (3)II. K+n! K0p IN XENONIn the DIANA experiment [2℄, in whih a K+ beamwith momentum 750 MeV entered a xenon bubble ham-ber, the signal for the �(1540)+ was observed by measur-ing the pKS invariant mass spetrum in the �nal state.If we treat the sattering as simply a two-body proess,K+n! K0p, resonane ours when the ombination ofthe inident momentum of the K+ and the Fermi mo-mentum of the neutron give the invariant mass of the�(1540)+. Without the Fermi momentum, this wouldour for a K+ momentum of 440 MeV, to whih theinident beam is redued by ionization losses after pen-etrating a suÆient distane through the xenon. By ob-serving the �nal-state invariant mass, reonstruted fromthe pKS, the e�ets of Fermi motion and inident beamdegradation are removed, provided that we an ignoreresattering within the nuleus.The signal in this experiment emerges only after mak-ing uts that are believed to redue the e�et of resat-tering. We make the assumption that, in the mass regionnear the resonane, it is the harge-exhange proess ona single nuleon that is observed and that the uts reduethe resonant and non-resonant harge-exhange proessesby the same fator. The apparent resonant signal is on-tained within two 5-MeV bins. The bakground variessmoothly in this region at a value near 22 events per



2bin. The resonant signal onsists of about 26 events. Weassoiate the bakground events with theK+d harge ex-hange ross setion interpolated from o�-resonane mea-surements, namely 4:1 � 0:3 mb [8, 9℄. In this way wedetermine the integral of the resonant ross setion to be(26=22)� 5 MeV� 4:1 mb = 24 mb MeV. Using Eq.(3),and Bi = Bf = 1=2, appropriate for either I = 0 orI = 1, we dedue a width � = 0:9� 0:3 MeV, where thequoted error is statistial only. There are systemati un-ertainties, whih we are unable to evaluate, assoiatedwith resattering in the nuleus and with the uts thatisolate the signal. Of ourse, it is assumed that the ex-ess events are indeed the result of a resonane �(1540)+and not an artifat. III. K+dIf the deay produts K+n or K0p are not measuredpreisely, the ollision energy with a nulear target is ne-essarily unertain as a onsequene of Fermi motion. Inthe ase of a deuterium target, the Fermi motion an betreated quite ompletely. Let the momentum of the ini-dent K+ be PK and let the omponent of the neutron'sFermi momentum in the beam diretion be pz. Then theCM energy squared iss = m2K + 2EKmN +m2N � 2pzPK= m20 + 2(EK �E�K)mN � 2pzPK (4)where we have introdued E�K as the beam energy thatwould make the resonane in the absene of Fermi mo-tion. Beause the resonane is narrow, we an write theBreit-Wigner form as�(EK ; pz) = �0Bi Bf ��2 m0 Æ((EK �E�K)mN � pzPK)(5)The distribution F (pz)dpz is related to the full Fermimomentum distribution f(p)d3p byF (pz) = 2� Z 1jpzj dp pf(p) (6)In terms of F (pz), the resonant ross setion, integratedover the distribution of Fermi momenta is�(EK) = �0 BiBf ��2 m0PK F ((EK �E�K)mN=PK)= (372mb)�BiBf �F ((EK �E�K)mN=PK)(7)The momentum-spae wave funtion for the deuteronis easily omputed from a spatial wave funtion in theHulth�en form [10℄:�(r) = N 1r (e��r � e��r)N2 = ��2� �+ �(�� �)2 (8)

Here � is related to the deuteron binding energy �E by� = pmN�E = 45:5 MeV. A typial value for  � �=�is 6.16. The momentum-spae wave funtion is~�(p) = Z d3r e�ip�r(2�)3=2 �= p��� (�+ �)3=2(�2 + p2)(�2 + p2) (9)The momentum distribution is f(p) = j~�(p)j2. SettingF (pz) = ��1G(; Æ), with Æ = pz=�, we �nd diretlyG(; Æ) = (1 + )3� 1(2 � 1)2 � 11 + Æ2 + 12 + Æ2 �� 2(2 � 1)3 ln 2 + Æ21 + Æ2 � (10)The funtion G(; Æ) is shown for  = 6:16 in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1: The funtion G(; Æ), whih gives the density of nu-leons in the deuteron as a funtion of momentum in a givendiretion pz = �Æ, where � = 45:5 MeV.Exatly at resonane we have G( = 6:16; Æ = 0) =0:438 and thus F (0) = 0:0096MeV�1. For a K+ beamthat is nearly tuned to the resonant momentum of 440MeV we then have for the ross setion averaged overFermi momenta,�(E�K) = (3:6mb=MeV)BiBf � (11)Charge exhange in K+d ollisions has been measuredby Slater et al.[8℄ at inident momenta of 376 MeV and530 MeV and by Damerell et al.[9℄ at a momentum of434 MeV. From Fig. 1 a diret alulation shows thatthe former two measurements are suÆiently far fromthe resonane to be una�eted, while the last is so losethat we an take pz = 0. The measurements are listed inTable I.Comparison of the ross setions shows no sign of anenhanement near 440 MeV. We take a onservative limitof 1 mb on the resonant ross setion. Using Bi = Bf =1=2, we derive a limit of 1.1 MeV.A similar analysis an be made using the total rosssetion data of Bowen [11℄. The measurements are shown



3PK(MeV) �CEX(mb)376 [8℄ 3:1� 0:4434 [9℄ 4:0� 0:15530 [8℄ 6:5� 0:6TABLE I: Charge-exhange ross setion in K+d reationsmeasured by Refs. [8, 9℄.in Table II. Here linear interpolation shows an exess of0:60� 0:30 mb at the resonant momentum, though thismight well be simply a sign of a gradual deviation fromlinearity. We take 1.5 mb as a onservative upper limiton the resonant ross setion. Then using Bi = 1=2 andBf = 1, we �nd an upper limit of � = 0:8 MeV.PK(MeV) �tot(mb)366 21:41 � 0:30440 23:46 � 0:24506 24:16 � 0:23TABLE II: Total K+d ross setion measured by Ref. [11℄.An even more onservative limit is obtained by takingthe entire I = 0 ross setion at PK = 440 MeV to beresonant. This ross setion is reported by Bowen [11℄to be 9.4 mb, while Carroll et al. [12℄ �nd 13 mb. Thislatter gives an upper limit for � of 3.6 MeV.Our results are onsistent with those obtained byArndt, Strakovsky, and Workman [13℄, who, using theirpartial wave analysis of K+N data, exlude a �(1540)+with a width of more than a few MeV. Our results arealso onsistent with, but more stringent than those ob-

tained by Nussinov [14℄ and by Haidenbauer and Krein[15℄. IV. COMMENTSA width of 1 MeV is quite unommon for a hadronideay. For omparison we onsider the �(1520), whihdeays by d wave toKN with a partial width of 7.2 MeV.If the �(1540)+ deays via p wave, it might be expetedto be somewhat broader than the �(1520). Instead it isevidently muh narrower.It is not possible to make quantitative statements ofthe same sort using the photoprodution data reportedby CLAS [3, 4℄ or SAPHIR [5℄. However, qualitatively,the very small apparent width suggests that nonresonantprodution ross setions should be quite small, whilethe data of these experiments seem to show quite visiblee�ets.The value for the width inferred from the DIANA andthe limits derived from the harge-exhange and total-ross-setion measurements in deuterium are not inon-sistent. However, they point to suh a narrow width that,if the �(1540)+ truly exists, it is exoti dynamially aswell as in its quantum numbers.AknowledgmentThis work was supported in part by the Diretor, OÆeof Siene, OÆe of High Energy and Nulear Physis,of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contrat DE-AC0376SF00098.[1℄ T. Nakano et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 91,012002 (2003).[2℄ V. V. Barmin et al. Phys. At. Nul66, 1715 (2003).[3℄ S. Stepanyan et al., arXiv:hep-ex/0307018 (2003).[4℄ V. Kubarovsky and S. Stepanyan, arXiv:hep-ex/0307088(2003).[5℄ J. Barth et al.,Phys. Lett. B572, 127 (2003).[6℄ A. E. Asratyan, A. G. Dogolenko, and M. A. Kubantsev,arXiv:hep-ex/0309042 (2003).[7℄ D. Diakonov, V. Petrov, and M. Polyakov, Z. Phys.A359, 305 (1997).
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